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Under the terms of the deal, the two parties also agreed to expand Amazon Web Services’ (AWS’) cloud infrastructure offerings in
the UK. With AWS’s cloud infrastructure powering more than 1 million customer websites, the agreement represents a significant
expansion of Amazon’s presence in the UK’s cloud computing market. The deal was announced in January 2016. Under the terms
of the deal, AWS will pay £20 million over the first five years of the deal, and thereafter £2 million annually for a further four
years. Her father, Paolo, also said that Thunberg’s demands for global action on climate change had made her a ‘giant in our
midst’. He added that her activism and demands for change had spread a ‘call to action’ to many other young people worldwide.
It added that Amazon Web Services, in which Amazon owns a 31 percent stake, will continue to play a key role in the
government’s efforts to ‘increase efficiency and lower costs. ‘Amazon Web Services is an incredibly valuable resource and partner
for government, and we are delighted to have been able to extend our relationship with AWS for this longer period of time.Q:
Change object property with another I'm trying to create a way to change the Color of an object, but I'm not really sure how to do
this. For Example, this is how I would change the color of an object: public void ChangeColour() { if (coloredSquare.IsFilled ==
true) { // Change Colour } else { // Change colour } } Now what I want to do is change the colour with a ListBox. This is what I've
tried: public void changeColour(List colours) { if (colouredSquare.IsFilled == true) { // Change Colour
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